(super) quick **DSLR Camera** guide
Shooting Mode

Select a right shooting mode

P  Auto-setting aperture and shutter speed
Tv  Shutter speed priority
Av  Aperture priority
M  Manual setting (you can set both parameters)
Aperture Priority (AV)

Large Aperture → More Light

Small Aperture → Less Light

f/2.8  f/4.0  f/5.6  f/8.0  f/11  f/16
Result from Different Aperture

f13
(all sharp)

f4.5
(front sharp and back blur)
Shutter Priority (AV)

1/4000

6sec
Ratio

(everything related, change aperture effects to shutter speed and the brightness of an image)
ISO – How sensitive of sensor to get the light

ISO 100

ISO 800

(higher ISO, more bright but come out with NOISE)
Focus Points

When you look through the eye finder, you could see the box that indicate the focal point
But, this is digital camera … we can change almost everything

RAW image

Changeable white balance, contrast, image temperature, etc..